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Abstract
This planner is an implementation of the heuristic (CPC) presented in (Franco et al. 2017), the only updates are a few bug
fixes. This paper contains a brief summary of that work with
a slant on which exact configuration was used and why.
A pattern database (PDB) for a planning task is a heuristic
function in the form of a lookup table that contains optimal
solution costs of a simplified version of the task. In this planner we use a method that sequentially creates multiple PDBs
which are later combined into a single heuristic function. At a
given iteration, our method uses estimates of the A∗ running
time to create a PDB that complements the strengths of the
PDBs created in previous iterations. We used symbolic PDBs
because the current implementation supports conditional effects, a requirement in the IPC18. Additionally, in our benchmark tests, this was the best option even without conditional
effects.

Introduction
This paper contains excerpts from (Franco et al. 2017) because this planner is an exact implementation of the CPC
heuristic, specifically the CPC-S-P configuration. Other
parts of the original paper have been summarized. Comments have been added to reflect the reasoning behind some
of our choices. But first, we will give some context information for those not familiar with PDBs.

Excerpt from Original Paper
Pattern databases (PDBs) map the state space of a classical
planning task onto a smaller abstract state space by considering only a subset of the task’s variables, which is called
a pattern (Culberson and Schaeffer 1998; Edelkamp 2001).
The optimal distance from every abstract state to an abstract goal state is precomputed and stored in a lookup table. The values in the table are used as a heuristic function
to guide search algorithms such as A∗ (Hart et al. 1968)
while solving planning tasks. Since a PDB heuristic is
uniquely defined from a pattern, we also use the word pattern to refer to a PDB. The combination of several PDBs
can result in better cost-to-go estimates than the estimates
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provided by each PDB alone. One might combine multiple PDBs by taking the maximum (Holte et al. 2006;
Barley et al. 2014) or the sum (Felner et al. 2004) of the
PDBs’ estimates. In this paper we consider the canonical
heuristic function, which takes the maximum estimate over
all additive PDB subsets (Haslum et al. 2007). The challenge is then to find a collection of patterns from which an
effective heuristic is derived.
Multiple approaches have been suggested to select good
pattern collections (Haslum et al. 2007; Edelkamp 2006;
Kissmann and Edelkamp 2011). Recent work showed that
using a genetic algorithm (Edelkamp 2006) to generate a
large collection of PDBs and greedily selecting a subset of
them can be effective in practice (Lelis et al. 2016). However, while generating a PDB heuristic, Lelis et al.’s approach is blind to the fact that other PDBs will be considered
in the selection process. Our proposed method, which we
call Complementary PDBs Creation (CPC), adjusts its PDB
generation process to account for the PDBs already generated as well as for other heuristics optionally provided as
input.
CPC sequentially creates a set of pattern collections Psel
for a given planning task ∇. CPC starts with an empty Psel
set and iteratively adds a pattern collection P to Psel if it
predicts that P will be complementary to Psel . We say that
P complements Psel if A∗ using a heuristic built from P
∪ Psel solves ∇ quicker than when using a heuristic built
from Psel . CPC uses estimates of A∗ ’s running time to guide
a local search in the space of pattern collections. After Psel
has been constructed, all the corresponding PDBs are combined with the canonical heuristic function (Haslum et al.
2007).

IPC2018 Choices
We evaluated our pattern selection scheme in different settings in (Franco et al. 2017) , including explicit and symbolic PDBs. Our results showed that combining symbolic
PDB heuristics were able to outperform existing methods.
Furthermore, it also showed that CPC could create complementary PDBs to other methods. Our best combination was
using our method to complement a symbolic perimeter PDB.
The selected method to be complemented for this competition first generates a symbolic PDB up to a time limit of 250

seconds, a memory limit of 4GBs1 . One advantage of starting our algorithm with such a perimeter search is that if there
is an easy solution to be found in what is basically a brute
force backwards search, we are finished before we even start
finding complementary PDBs. If a PDB contains all available variables, any optimal solution for such abstraction is
also necessarily an optimal solution in the real search space.
In such cases we stop building the perimeter and simply return the optimal plan found.
If no solution is found after the perimeter PDB is finished,
our method will start generating pattern collections stochastically until either the generation time limit (900 secs) or
the overall PDB memory limit (4 GBs) is reached. CPC
decides whether to add a pattern collection to the list of selected patterns if it is estimated that adding such PDB will
speed up search. We used the stratified selection time prediction method described in the original paper to estimate
this. Note that when a pattern collection is added, all its patterns are collected using the canonical combination method
in Fast Downward (from now on referred to as FD as it was
in the 2017 version we forked our code from).
Once all patterns have been selected, the corresponding
canonical PDB combination is used as an admissible heuristic to do A* search for the sequential optimal track. We
also added a cost-bounded option, where we used a slightly
modified version of lazy greedy search as coded in FD. The
modification is that instead of pruning all generated successor nodes whose g (current path cost) value is above the
bounded cost, we actually prune all nodes whose g + h (current path cost + estimated distance to goal) values are above
the bounded cost. This is only guaranteed to keep solution
cost at or below the bounded cost if the heuristic is admissible. Since this is the case for our heuristic, we take advantage of the improved pruning capability. Note that this
track is an experimental version for us, I personally have
very little experience in cost-bounded search and make no
claim this is the most efficient search method. We thought it
would be nice to try the CPC heuristic in this setting as well.
We decided not to submit this planner for the Satisficing track due to the inherent incompatibility of our heuristic
with respect to this track. Generating large symbolic PDBs
cost a significant amount of time. Finding which patterns
make good pattern collections is even more costly because
most of the PDBs generated are never used for the actual
search. In Satisficing, the critical factor is finding a solution
as quickly as possible, and hence it is generally better when
using heuristics to pick those which do not incur in large
preprocessing costs.

Problem Definition
This section is identical to the original, included for completeness.
We are interested in finding a set of pattern collections
Psel that minimizes the running time of A∗ using the heuris1
A maximum amount of BDD nodes in the perimeter frontier of
10 million was also used. This was used as a failsafe on the actual
implementation, otherwise the code occasionally would get stuck
while generating the next step for the BDD generation.

tic function obtained from Psel , denoted hPsel . We approximate the running time of A∗ guided by hPsel while solving a task ∇, denoted T (Psel , ∇), as introduced by Lelis et
al. (2016).
T (Psel , ∇) = J(Psel , ∇) × (thPsel + tgen ) .
Here, J(Psel , ∇) is the number of nodes A∗ employing hPsel
generates while solving ∇, thPsel is hPsel ’s average time for
computing the heuristic value of a single node, and tgen
is the node generation time. Although the exact value of
T (Psel , ∇) is only known once A∗ finishes its search, one
is able to compute an approximation, denoted T̂ (Psel , ∇).
The value of T̂ (Psel , ∇) is computed by using approximations of thPsel and tgen , which are obtained while computing
ˆ sel , ∇). J(P
ˆ sel , ∇)
an estimate for J(Psel , ∇), denoted J(P
is obtained by running Stratified Sampling (Chen 1992). We
ˆ sel , ∇) whenever Psel and ∇ are clear
write Jˆ instead of J(P
from the context.

Stratified Sampling Evaluation
We used stratified sampling for our planner as described in
the original paper. We briefly summarize it here, for a detailed discussion please see (Franco et al. 2017).
Stratified Sampling (SS) estimates numerical properties
(e.g., tree size) of search trees by sampling. Lelis et
al. (2014) showed that SS is unable to detect duplicates in
the search tree in its sampling procedure. Instead, we use
SS to estimate the size of the search tree S(I, b), for some
value b, and use this estimate as an approximation Jˆ for the
nodes generated by A∗ . SS uses a stratification of the nodes
in the search tree rooted at I through a type system to guide
its sampling.
The type system we use accounts for a heuristic h as follows. Two nodes n1 and n2 in S(I, b) have the same type
if f (n1 ) = f (n2 ) and if n1 and n2 occur at the same level
of S. SS samples S and returns a set A of representativeweight pairs, with one such pair for every unique type seen
during sampling. In the pair hn, wi in A for type t ∈ T , n is
the unique node of type t that was expanded during search
and w is an estimate of the number of nodes of type t in S.
Since SS is non-deterministic, every run of the algorithm can
generate a different set A. We call each run of SS a probe.
We refer the reader to SS’s original paper (Chen 1992) for
details.
In our pattern selection algorithm we run multiple
SS probes to generate a collection of vectors C =
{A1 , A2 , · · · , Am }. A vector AU is created from C by combining all representative-weight pairs in C. For each unique
type t encountered in C we add to AU a representative pair
hn, w̄i where n is selected at random from all nodes in C
of type t, and w̄ is the average w-value of all nodes in C of
type t. Each entry in AU represents SS’s prediction for the
number of nodes of a given type in the search tree.
We run SS with a time limit of 20 seconds and a space
limit of 20,000 entries in the AU structure. SS performs
1,000 probes with b = h(I), where h is CPC’s current
heuristic function. If SS completes all 1,000 probes without

violating the time and space limits, we increase b by 20%
and run another 1,000 probes. The process is repeated until
reaching either the time or the space limits. The AU structure is built from the A vectors collected in all probes.
Since our pattern selection approach needs to test multiple
heuristics, we run SS once using a type system T defined by
CPC’s current heuristic and store AU in memory. Then, Jˆ is
computed for a newly created heuristic h0 by iterating over
all representative node-weights hn, w̄i in AU and summing
the w̄-values for which h0 (n) + g(n) ≤ b, where b is the
largest value used for probing with SS while building the
AU structure; this sum is our Jˆ for h0 .

Adaptable Pattern Collection Generation
This section is a summary of the original papers, included
for completeness.
Algorithm 1 is a high-level overview of the search CPC
performs in the pattern collection space. CPC receives as
input a planning task ∇, a base heuristic hbase (which could
be the h0 heuristic, i.e., a heuristic that returns zero to all
states in the state space), time and memory limits, t and m,
respectively, that specify when to stop running CPC. CPC
also receives another time limit, tstag , for deciding when the
parameters of CPC’s search must be readjusted. Smin and
Smax specify the minimum and maximum sizes of the PDBs
constructed. We use zero-one cost partitioning on each pattern collection P so that its PDBs are additive. Once CPC
returns a set of pattern collections Psel , we use the canonical heuristic function (Haslum et al. 2007) to combine all
the patterns in Psel into a heuristic function.
CPC creates pattern collections through calls of the function B IN PACKING UCB (see line 5), which we explain in
Section . Once a pattern collection P is created, CPC evaluates its quality with SS (see line 8), which estimates the
running time of A∗ using a heuristic composed of the patterns already selected by CPC, Psel , added to the new P.
If SS estimates that A∗ solves ∇ faster with a heuristic created from the set of pattern collections Psel ∪ P than with a
heuristic created from Psel , CPC adds P to Psel (see line 9).
Whenever CPC adds a pattern collection P to Psel , it performs a local search by applying a mutation operator to P
(see line 7), trying to create other similar and helpful pattern collections (the mutation operator is explained in Section ). If SS estimates that P does not help reducing A∗ ’s
running time, then CPC creates a new P through another
B IN PACKING UCB function call in its next iteration.
The first time E VALUATE -SS is called, CPC runs SS using hbase as its type system to create a vector AU that is
used to produce estimates of the A∗ running time. Whenever
a call to E VALUATE -SS returns true, meaning that P helps
reducing A∗ ’s running time, CPC discards AU and runs SS
again with the heuristic constructed from Psel ∪ P as its
type system to generate a new AU . The intuition behind rerunning SS whenever a complementary pattern collection is
found is to allow SS to explore parts of the search tree that
were not explored in previous runs. Initially, the heuristic
used in SS’s sampling tend to be weak, and many of the
states in the AU vector SS produces will not be expanded by

Algorithm 1 Complementary PDBs Creation
Require: Planning task ∇, base heuristic hbase , time and
memory limits t and m respectively, stagnation time
tstag , minimum/maximum PDB size Smin , Smax .
Ensure: Selected set of pattern collections Psel
1: Psel ← ∅ // Psel is a set of pattern collections
2: P ← ∅ // P is a pattern collection
3: while time t or memory m limits are not exceeded do
4:
if P = ∅ then
5:
P ← B IN PACKING UCB(∇, Smin , Smax )
6:
else
7:
P ← M UTATION(P)
8:
if E VALUATE -SS(Psel ∪ P) then
9:
Psel ← Psel ∪ P
10:
else
11:
P←∅
12:
if (time since a P is added to Psel ) > Tstag then
13:
adjust Smin , Smax
14: return Psel
A∗ after the new P is added to Psel . By running SS whenever a better heuristic is constructed, one allows SS to also
prune such nodes and focus its sampling on nodes that the
current heuristic is not able to prune.

Bin-Packing Algorithms
In this section we describe the methods we consider for generating candidate pattern collections.
Regular Bin-Packing (RBP) We adapt the genetic algorithm method introduced by Edelkamp (2006) for selecting
a collection of patterns. Edelkamp’s method, which we call
Regular Bin-Packing (RBP), generates an initial pattern collection P as follows. RBP iteratively selects a unique and
random variable v from V and adds it to a subset B of variables, called “bin”, that is initially empty. Once a PDB constructed from the subset of variables in B exceeds a size
limit M , RBP starts adding the randomly selected variables
to another bin. This process continues until all variables
from V have been added to a bin. Note that since RBP
selects unique variables, the bins represent a collection of
disjoint patterns.
Once the pattern collection P is generated, RBP iterates
through each pattern p in P and removes from p any variable
not causally related to other variables in p (Helmert 2004).
Causal Bin-Packing (CBP) Our CBP approach differs
from RBP only in the way it selects the variables to be added
to the bins. Instead of choosing them randomly as is done
in RBP, CBP selects only the first variable of each bin randomly and then only adds to a bin B variables which are
causally related to the variables already in B. In case there
are multiple causally related variables to be added, CBP
chooses one at random.
We observed empirically in (Franco et al. 2017) that RBP
tends to generate pattern collections that result in PDBs of
similar sizes, and that CBP tends to generate pattern collections that result in PDBs of various sizes. This is because

RBP removes causally unrelated variables after the variable
selection is done. By contrast, CBP greedily selects causally
related variables as the patterns are created. As a result, usually the first pattern created by CBP will have more variables
than all the other patterns created.
Combination of Bin-Packing Approaches with UCB1
UCB1 is a version of UCB whose regret grows logarithmically as a function of the number of actions take. We used
this algorithm to choose in situ how frequently to use either
of both pattern generation algorithms.
q
We used the UCB1 formula (Auer 2002), x̄j + 2 nlnj n ,
to decide which arm (algorithm) to use next. Here, x̄j is the
average reward received by algorithm j, n is the total number of trials made (i.e., calls to a bin-packing algorithm), and
nj is the number of times algorithm j was called. We artificially initialize x̄j to 10 for all j to ensure that all algorithms
are tested a few times before UCB1 can express a strong
commitment to a particular option. This helps to reduce
the chances of UCB1’s selection being unduly influenced
by the stochastic nature of the bin-packing approaches. A
bin-packing algorithm receives a reward of +1 if it provides
a P that is able to reduce the T̂ -value as estimated by SS;
the reward is 0 otherwise.
In (Franco et al. 2017) we performed a systematic experiment on the optimal STRIPS benchmark suite distributed
with the FD (Helmert 2006). The coverage results for the
two approaches showed using UCB1 to combine both approaches was significantly better than using either one or
simply choosing them with equal probability. See the original paper for a more detailed discussion.

Mutation Operator
CPC performs mutations on a given pattern collection P
whenever P is deemed as promising by SS. That is, if SS
estimates that P will not reduce the A∗ running time, CPC
sets P to ∅, and in the next iteration of CPC’s while loop
another P is created with our UCB approach. On the other
hand, if SS predicts that P is able to reduce A∗ ’s running
time, then CPC adds P to Psel and, in the next iteration of
its while loop, it applies a mutation operator to P, trying to
create another pattern collection that might further reduce
A∗ ’s running time. More details in the original paper.

Dynamic Parameter Adjustment
Some of the instances benefit from a large number of small
PDBs, while others require a small number of large PDBs.
Thus, instead of fixing the PDB size throughout CPC’s pattern selection search, we adjust the size of the PDBs, M , to
be constructed during search.
To be specific, if after tstag seconds we are unable to add
a new complementary pattern collection to Psel , we increase
the size M of the PDBs we generate. The intuition is that if
our search procedure does not find complementary patterns
for the current PDB size, M , then we assume that this particular planning problem might benefit from larger PDBs.
In the original paper, it was shown that a dynamic range of
PDB sizes worked better for our benchmark tests compared

to using any of multiple a priori fixed sizes.

Empirically-based Choices
1. We used CPC-S-P configuration from the original paper,
because it had the overall best results.
2. We only used symbolic PDBs. (Franco et al. 2017) because explicit PDBs did not support conditional effects,
while symbolic PDBs (as implemented) do. (Franco et al.
2017) did not include any domains with conditional effects. Secondly, symbolic PDBs performed significantly
better overall for the paper’s experiments.2
3. We switched to a 64 bits build. After adjusting the size
and the maximum number of nodes on the frontier for
symbolic PDBs, it was found that more problems were
solved, when using the IPC 2018 limits. Both limits were
doubled. Limiting the maximum number of nodes in the
BDDs frontiers is an implementation failsafe to ensure the
memory and time limits are respected.

Concluding Remarks
We will update this paper, once the competition is finished,
to report how it performed on the new domains.
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